
	

Marie-Claire Guyot 
The secret opera 

                Opening: Wednesday May 7, 6.30 p.m. 
                May 8 – July 4, 2014 

 
A new milanese gallery Maroncelli 12 will open on May 7 with the exhibition “Marie-
Claire Guyot. e secret opera”. It is going to be a solo show with the more 
representative operas of the artist, realized between first ‘70s and the end of ‘80s: about 
thirty works in oil, pastels and sculptures. 

Maroncelli 12 activity focuses on valorizing artistic work quality and autonomy, with 
no concern for trends and market rules. e Gallery makes its debut with an 
exhibition dedicated to an outsider artist, one of the first spaces in Milan where to 
explore the world of Outsider art, so little known in Italy. ose are authors that didn’t 
get a particular artistic education; their creativity raised from an interior necessity: 
instinctive art, works that dialogue with unconscious. An interesting market and a field 
of research already established in other countries that finally move on also here in Italy, 
with MAI, a new museum dedicated to Outsider art. 

Marie-Claire Guyot was born in Paris in 1937. She was grown like a twin with her 
sister Elisabeth (a year older). She started to paint in 1961, when she married Bruno 
Colombo and moved to Italy, first in Venice than in Turin and finally in Milan. But 
each summer she went back in Burgundy to the old family house which was full of 
memories where she shared the artistic path with her sister. She was looking for her lost 
roots and that corresponds to an obsessive introspection.  

She is always the subject of her works, an imaginary universe where childhood, 
maternity and religion are transformed, or transfigured, on canvas: there are no trees 
neither landscapes, just a loneliness crowded with enormous or very little characters, 
animals and symbols, mouths and bellies, the ones inside the others with teeth 
clenched by suffering. A “creation path” (this is the way that the two sisters named 
their artistic process), supported by the contact with Louis Deledicq, the art expert to 
whom every year Marie-Claire gives regularly her operas, real childbirths that the artist 
doesn’t want to show to anyone, not even her daughters. Guyot’secret opera is a 
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solitaire trip inside soul pains: silent and grasped by her own sight, she runs from a 
painting to another and in the meantime the canvas painted all over with red color 
look as if they would explode like life blood earth.  

is anxiety appears also in the sculptures, fragile and perturbing constructions done 
with wheels, chains, nails, stirrups, pulleys, but also laces, little ripped shoes, lace 
bonnets: all little relicts of a remote and loved universe. ese are the ancient 
“treasures” that, with a maniacal care, she found into the garret or from the storehouse, 
or into the kitchen of the large family house in the French country side. e rusty 
irons are part of her lost and dreamed childhood that Marie-Claire is continuing to 
follow and from which she would like to free herself, like a sweet but also paralyzant 
obsession. 

e great exhibition that consecrated her “creation path” has been organized in 1992 at 
the Yonne museum, in Burgundy, a year after her death. Most of the works displayed 
in that occasion are now in the permanent collection of the Création Franche, Bégles’s 
Outsider Art museum, in the Aquitania region, south of Bordeaux. Some other operas 
are kept in Maimuseo, the Irregular Art museum in Sospiro (Cremona). 

Maroncelli12 
Via Maroncelli 12 – Milano 
Hours: Monday 2:00 p.m.-7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday-Friday 12:00 a.m.-7:30 p.m. 
Saturday only by appointment (mob. 335 8403484) 
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